Hearing has never been so effortless
Put on your Resound LiNX²™ hearing aids and discover the benefits of smart hearing that adapts to you and your lifestyle.

Enjoy top-rated sound quality and listening comfort from sunrise to sunset. Get a clear sense of the space and sounds around you with Spatial Sense™.

When you get to work or meet up with friends, engage in conversations knowing you’ll follow every word effortlessly, even when noise levels get high – with the help of Binaural Directionality™ II.

Take a phone call as you pull on your jacket and walk across the windy parking lot. As you drive home, stream your latest playlist, audiobook or podcast from your iPhone® without wires or something dangling from your neck.

At the end of the day, you’ll still have energy to spare for your loved ones. Because all that hearing, which used to wear you out, now seems so natural and effortless.
Binaural Directionality II with Spatial Sense is a combination of formulas unique to Surround Sound by ReSound™ – our sound processing strategy. Your ReSound LiNX² hearing aids continuously exchange data to deliver vivid awareness of your sound environment, top-rated sound quality and clear speech understanding, no matter how complex the listening situation.

Spatial Sense emulates the way your outer ear channels sound to your inner ear, supporting your ability to detect where sounds are coming from so you experience a more natural sense of your surroundings – with the highest possible sound quality.

Binaural Directionality II helps you zoom in on the sounds you’re most interested in, while maintaining a sense of what is going on around you. This supports your natural ability to focus on speech, even in the noisiest situations.

This is the essence of ReSound LiNX². No compromise in sound quality or listening comfort. Just effortless hearing as nature intended.
Experience Surround Sound by ReSound

Inspired by nature, Surround Sound by ReSound is our unique system for processing sound. Using advanced technologies that emulate the human ear, we take full advantage of your brain’s natural ability to recognize sounds and pinpoint where they are coming from.

In a recent independent benchmark test of the latest hearing aids from leading manufacturers, experienced hearing aid users gave Surround Sound by ReSound a top rating across a variety of different sound environments.*

* 2013 Benchmark test, DELTA SenseLab.
Personalize your hearing experience with ease

Fine-tune your ReSound LiNX³ hearing aids to your unique taste with the ReSound apps.

**ReSound Smart™ app:**
- Adjust volume, treble and bass
- Create favorite programs and your hearing aids will switch to them in the places you visit most – or choose to have them activate automatically
- Find misplaced hearing aids with the ‘Find my hearing aid’ functionality
- Enhance your listening comfort regardless of noise levels with the new sound enhancement features

**ReSound Relief™ app:**
- The ReSound Relief app offers layered soundscapes, guided relaxation exercises, and additional activities that create a completely personalized tinnitus solution.

**ReSound Control™ app:**
- Remote control access so you can adjust volume, change hearing aid programs and control your ReSound Unite™ wireless accessories. All without touching – and drawing attention to – your hearing aids.

ReSound Smart app
Fit, style and choice are all yours

NEW FULL RANGE OF HEARING AID DESIGNS
Modern, discreet and durable, ReSound LiNX² hearing aids are available in a full family of new designs and colors. So when it comes to comfort and lifestyle, you’re sure to find the perfect fit.

MORE COMFORTABLE
Our receiver-in-ear and behind-the-ear designs include SureFit™: a new, smaller design for the part of the hearing aid that fits into your ear canal. They may be tiny, but they are big on listening comfort and sound quality thanks to improved sound performance.

MORE DURABLE
Our new designs stand up to the punishment of everyday life. Constructed from high-quality, durable materials, every component is coated with iSolate™ nanotech inside and out to repel moisture, dust, sweat and earwax - all substances that can cause corrosion.
Imagine stereo sound from your favorite music or movie, streamed directly from your iPhone, iPad® or iPod® touch. Make phone or video calls with your loved ones. Work out to an encouraging voice on your favorite fitness app. Enjoy it all without worrying about wires or something hanging around your neck.

ReSound LiNX2 hearing aids are Made for iPhone® hearing aids, which means they connect with iPhone, iPad or iPod touch devices to make your hearing aids work like Bluetooth stereo headphones.

ReSound LiNX is compatible with iPhone 6, iPhone 6 Plus, iPhone 5s, iPhone 5c, iPhone 5, iPad Air 2, iPad Air, iPad (4th generation), iPad mini 3, iPad mini 2, iPad mini and iPod touch (5th generation) using iOS 7.X or later.

* Made for iPhone connectivity is available in all behind-the-ear and receiver-in-ear styles and most custom styles.
STREAM STEREO SOUND TO YOUR HEARING AIDS

Don’t have an iPhone? You can still stream stereo sound to your ReSound LiNX² hearing aids. Simply pair any Bluetooth-enabled phone with the ReSound Unite Phone Clip+ and use your hearing aids as headphones for phone calls, or for streaming stereo sound from videos, playlists or podcasts.

The Phone Clip+ also works as a basic remote control for your hearing aids. You can adjust the volume and mute/unmute the sound you stream to your hearing aids.
EXTEND YOUR LISTENING RANGE

With a ReSound Unite Mini Microphone paired to your ReSound LiNX² hearing aids, you’ll hear everything anyone wearing the Mini Microphone says, even if they are more than 20 feet away and noise levels are high, because the sound is streamed directly to your ears.

The Mini Microphone also streams sound from audio devices such as TVs, music systems, or any Bluetooth-enabled phone, making it the ideal traveling companion for you and your ReSound LiNX² hearing aids.

ENJOY FAMILY MOVIE NIGHT

With the ReSound Unite TV Streamer 2 plugged into your TV, stereo or computer, you can stream stereo sound directly into your ReSound LiNX² hearing aids. You can listen at your volume while the people around you listen at theirs.

And, because you can adjust the volume of your surroundings and the TV independently, you can still chat with family and friends while you watch TV together.
ReSound LiNX² hearing aids are equipped with a built-in Tinnitus Sound Generator (TSG). TSG provides personalized sound therapy with NatureSounds™, a new series of water-inspired sounds. And you can stream sound directly from your smartphone to your ReSound LiNX² hearing aids, which means access to any sound you find pleasing.

The new NatureSounds feature offers soothing water-inspired sounds like “ocean”, “beach surf” and “calming waves” to help provide further relief for your tinnitus patients.
When it comes to your tinnitus treatment, there’s no such thing as too much personalization. To expand the tinnitus therapy available through ReSound LiNX², there are two apps available.

**ReSound Relief app**
The ReSound Relief app offers layered soundscapes, guided relaxation exercises, and additional activities that create a completely personalized tinnitus solution.

**ReSound Smart App**
The ReSound Smart app allows you to easily select and switch between the sounds that provide you the most relief from your tinnitus*.

*Advanced tinnitus features are available in version 3.1 of the ReSound Smart app.
ReSound® helps people rediscover hearing with technologies that emulate the function of the natural ear. Our aim is to give you the opportunity to live a rich, active and fulfilling life unaffected by hearing loss.

ReSound LiNX² is the new benchmark in smart hearing, giving you exceptional sound quality, speech understanding and spatial awareness. Stream stereo sound directly from your iPhone, personalize your hearing experience and engage effortlessly with family, friends and colleagues in any listening situation.

resound.com/linx2
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